In previous work we described howthe process algebra based language PSF can be used in software engineering, using the ToolBus, a coordination architecture also based on process algebra, as implementation model. In this article we summarize that work and describe the software development process more formally by presenting the tools we use in this process in a CASE setting, leading to the PSF-ToolBus software engineering environment. Wegeneralize the refine step in this environment towards a process algebra based software engineering workbench of which several instances can be combined to form an environment.
Introduction
In [10] [11] [12] , we investigated the use of process algebra, in particular the process algebra based language PSF (Process Specification Formalism), in the software development process. We used the ToolBus, a process algebra based coordination architecture, as implementation model. We giv e ad escription of PSF and the ToolBus in sections 1.2 and 1.3. This work resulted in twolibraries for PSF,one for software architecture specification, and one for specifying the software as ToolBus application. We obtain a ToolBus application specification by refining an architecture specification with the use of vertical and horizontal implementation techniques. The components in the ToolBus application specification can be implemented separately and connected to the ToolBus which is controlled by a ToolBus script that can be derivedf rom the ToolBus application specification. This technology has been successfully used in a newi mplementation of the simulator from the PSF Toolkit and an integrated development environment (IDE) for PSF.
In this paper we summarize the software development process with PSF and give anexample. Wedescribe this software development process more formally by presenting the tools we use in the development process in a Computer-Aided Software Engineering (CASE) setting. We then generalize the refine step from architecture specification to ToolBus application specification in this environment towards a process algebra based software engineering workbench.
In the remainder of this section we give a description of CASE technology and the terminology we use, followed by brief descriptions of PSF,and of the ToolBus.
Computer-Aided SoftwareEngineering
Since the early days of developing software, tools are used to assist in the developing process. In the beginning these were the tools provided by the operating system, such as editors, compilers, and debuggers. With the demand for larger software systems, the development process became more complexa nd expensive,a nd a need to improve and control the development process arose. One of the technologies to achieve this is computerized applications supporting and (partially) automating software-production activities. This resulted in manytools for all kinds of activities in the software development process, from editing and testing tools to management and documentation tools.
With the growth in development and use of these tools also the terminology to denote the function and activities of these tools increased. This terminology is often confusing or misleading. To reason on CASE technology it is necessary to use a fixed terminology.W eu se the terminology as proposed by Fuggetta in [18] which has since then been used by manyo thers. The following three categories are used for classifying CASE technology.
Tools
support individual process tasks.
Workbenches support process phases or activities and normally consist of a set of tools with some degree of integration.
Environments support at least a substantial part of the software process and normally include several integrated workbenches.
PSF
PSF is based on ACP (Algebra of Communicating Processes) [3] and ASF (Algebraic Specification Formalism) [4] . Adescription of PSF can be found in [13, 14, 22, 23] . Processes in PSF are built up from the standard process algebraic constructs: atomic actions, alternative composition +,sequential composition . ,and parallel composition || . Atomic actions and processes are parameterized with data parameters.
PSF is accompanied by a Toolkit containing among other components a compiler and a simulator that can be coupled to an animation [15] . The tools operate around the tool intermediate language (TIL) [24] . Animations can either be made by hand or be automatically generated from a PSF specification [16] . The animations play an important role in our software development process as theyc an be used to test the specifications and are very convenient in communication to other stakeholders.
ToolBus
The ToolBus [5] is a coordination architecture for software applications developed at CWI (Amsterdam) and the University of Amsterdam. It utilizes a scripting language based on process algebra to describe the communication between software tools. AT oolBus script describes a number of processes that can communicate with each other and with various tools existing outside the ToolBus. The role of the ToolBus when executing the script is to coordinate the various tools in order to perform some complext ask. A language-dependent adapter that translates between the internal ToolBus data format and the data format used by the individual tools makes it possible to write every tool in the language best suited for the task(s) it has to perform. In Figure 1 twop ossible ways of connecting tools to the ToolBus are displayed. One way is to use a separate adapter and the other to have a builtin adapter.P rocesses inside the ToolBus can communicate with each other using the actions snd-msg and rec-msg.T oolBus processes can communicate with the tools using the actions snd-do and snd-eval.W ith the latter a tool is expected to send a value back which can be receivedbythe process with the action rec-value.Atool can send an event to a ToolBus process which can be receivedwith the action rec-event.S uch an event has to be acknowledged by the ToolBus process with the action snd-ack-event.
SoftwareEngineering with PSF
As oftware design consist of several levels, each lower one refining the design on the higher level. The highest leveli so ften referred to as the architecture, the organization of the system as a collection of interacting components. In conventional software engineering processes, the architecture is usually described rather informally by means of a boxes-and-lines diagram. Following a lot of research going on in this area architectural descriptions are becoming more formal, especially due to the introduction of architectural description languages (ADL's). A specification in an ADL can be refined (in several steps) to adesign from which an implementation of the system can be built. Wehav e developed a library for PSF to specify software architecture.
In software engineering and reengineering it is common practice to decompose systems into components that communicate with each other.T he main advantage of this decomposition is that maintenance can be done on smaller components that are easier to comprehend. To allowan umber of components to communicate with each other a so-called coordination architecture will be required. In connection with PSF we will makeuse of the ToolBus [5] coordination architecture. We hav e developed a library for PSF to specify ToolBus applications. It does not contain all functionality from the ToolBus but just what is needed for our purposes.
In the following sections we briefly describe the PSF library for specifying software architectures (formalizing the boxes-and-lines diagram), the PSF library for specifying ToolBus applications, and the implementation techniques we use to get from an architecture specification to a ToolBus application specification. Wea lso give ane xample of howt ou se the libraries and howt oa pply the implementation techniques.
SoftwareArc hitectureSpecification
We specify software architecture in PSF with the use of a PSF library providing architecture primitives. The primitivesa re snd and rec actions for communication, each taking a connection and a data term as argument. A connection can be built up with a connection function >> with twoi dentifiers indicating a component as argument. Processes describing the software architecture with these primitivescan be set in an architecture environment, also provided by the PSF library.T he architecture environment takes care of encapsulation to enforce the communication between the processes.
ToolBus Application Specification
Aspecification of a ToolBus application consists of specifications for the processes inside the ToolBus, the ToolBus script, and specifications for the tools outside the ToolBus with which the ToolBus processes communicate. There are twos ets of primitives, one set for communications between the processes inside the ToolBus, and one set for communications between the ToolBus processes and the tools. The first set consists of tb-snd-msg and tb-rec-msg each taking three arguments, the identifier of the sender,the identifier of the receiver, and a term representing a message. The second set consists of the ToolBus process actions tb-rec-event, tb-snd-ack-event, tb-snd-do, tb-snd-eval,and tb-recvalue,t aking a tool identifier and a term as arguments, and the tool actions tooltb-snd-event, tooltb-rec-ack-event, tooltb-rec, tooltb-snd-value,taking a single term as argument.
FromArc hitecturetoT oolBus Application Design
It is only useful to invest a lot of effort in the architecture if we can relate it to a design on a lower level. In this section we describe the implementation techniques we use to get from an architecture specification to a ToolBus application specification. These techniques are important in our software engineering process for theyc ompress a large number of algebraic lawa pplications into a fews teps and so maket he process feasible. Wedemonstrate these techniques with a toyexample in section 2.4.
Horizontal Implementation
Giventwo processes S and I , I is an implementation of S if I is more deterministic than (or equivalent to) S. As the actions S and I perform belong to the same alphabet, S and I belong to the same abstraction level. Such an implementation relation is called horizontal.
To achieve a horizontal implementation we use parallel composition, which can be used to constrain a process. Consider process P = a . P,which can do action a at every moment. If we put P in parallel with the process Q = x . b . Q with communication a | b = c and enforcing the communication by encapsulation, process P can only do action a wheneverprocess Q has first done action x.Soprocess P is constrained by Q and P || Q is an horizontal implementation of P,provided Q only interacts with P through b.T his form of controlling a process is also known as superimposition [8] or superposition [20] .
Ve rtical Implementation
In [32] , action refinement is used as a technique for mapping abstract actions onto concrete processes, called vertical implementation, which is described more extensively in [33] . With vertical implementation we want to relate processes that belong to different abstraction levels, where the change of levelu sually comes with a change of alphabet. Forsuch processes we liketodev elop vertical implementation relations that, givena na bstract process S and a concrete process I ,t ell us if I is an implementation for the specification S.M ore specifically,wewant to develop a mapping of abstract actions to sequences of one or more concrete actions so that S and I are vertical bisimular.
We giv e ar ationale of vertical implementation. Consider the processes P = a . b with a an internal action and Q = c . d . e with internal actions c and d.I fw er efine abstract action a from process P to the sequence of concrete actions c . d and rename action b to e we obtain process Q.T he processes P and Q are vertical bisimular with respect to the mapping consisting of the above refinement and renaming.
We can explain the notion vertical bisimular by the following. Weh ide the internal action a of process P by replacing it with the silent step τ to obtain P = τ . b.A pplying the algebraic law x . τ = x givesu s P = τ . τ . b.I fwenow replace the first τ with c and the second with d,and rename b into e we obtain the process Q.W ith H as hide operator and R as renaming operator we can prove that R {b→e} (H {a} (P)) and H {c,d} (Q)a re rooted weak bisimular (see Figure 2 ). So vertical bisimulation is built on rooted weak bisimulation as horizontal implementation relation.
Figure2. Implementation relations
Example
We showo ur development process for a small application. In this example, Tool1 can either send a message to Tool2 and then wait for an acknowledgement from Tool2, or it can send a quit after which the application will shutdown.
ArchitectureSpecification
We first specify a module for the data and id'sweuse. The snd-quit in the process definition for Component1 communicates with the architecture environment followed by a disrupt to end all processes.
Next, we put the system in the architecture environment by means of binding the main process to the System parameter of the environment. The generated animation of the architecture is shown in Figure 3 . Here, Component1 has just sent a message to Component2, which is ready to send an acknowledgement back. Each box represents an encapsulation of the processes inside the box, and a darker ellipse is a process which is enabled to perform an action in the givenstate.
The module mechanism of PSF can be used to build more complexcomponents hiding internal actions and sub-processes. With the use of parameterization it is evenp ossible to makes ev eral instances of a component.
ToolBus Application Specification
We makeaT oolBus application specification for our example in the form shown in Figure 1 . By refining the specification of the architecture we obtain a ToolBus application specification for our example. Take the process Component1 from the architecture specification of our toyexample.
We can makeavirtual implementation by applying the mapping consisting of the refinements snd(c1 >> c2, message)→ tb-snd-msg(t1, t2, tbterm(message)) rec(c2 >> c1, ack) → tb-rec-msg(t2, t1, tbterm(ack)) . tb-snd-ack-event(T1, tbterm(message)) snd-quit → snd-tb-shutdown and the renamings of the local actions send-message → tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(message)) stop → tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(quit))
Renaming the process Component1 into PT1 givesthe following result.
PT1 = tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(message))
. tb-snd-msg(t1, t2, tbterm(message)) . tb-rec-msg(t2, t1, tbterm(ack)) . tb-snd-ack-event(T1, tbterm(message)) . PT1 + tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(quit)) .
snd-tb-shutdown
We can showt hat Component1 and PT1 are vertical bisimular.A pplying the renamings on process Component1 and hiding of the actions to be refined results in
Component1' = tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(message)) . τ . τ .C omponent1' + tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(quit)) . τ
Hiding of the actions in the refinements in process PT1 results in PT1' = tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(message)) . τ . τ . τ .P T1' + tb-rec-event(T1, tbterm(quit)) . τ It follows that Component1' ↔ rw PT1'.
We now makeahorizontal implementation by constraining PT1 with Tool1Adapter.
Tool1Adapter is itself an constraining of AdapterTool1 with Tool1 for which we give the definitions below.
AdapterTool1 = tooladapter-rec(message)
. tooltb-snd-event(tbterm(message)) . tooltb-rec-ack-event(tbterm(message)) . tooladapter-snd(ack) . AdapterTool1 + tooladapter-rec(quit) .
tooltb-snd-event(tbterm(quit)) Tool1 = snd(message) . rec(ack) . Tool1 + snd (quit) In this constraint, the communication between the actions tooladapter-rec and tooladaptersnd of AdapterTool1 and the actions snd and rec of Tool1 are enforced.
An implementation for Component2 can be obtained in a similar way.Agenerated animation is shown in Figure 4 , in which AdapterTool1 just sent a message it had receivedfrom Tool1, to ToolBus process PT1. 
Figure4. Animation of the ToolBus specification example

Implementation
The implementation consists of three Tcl/Tk [31] programs (Tool1, its adapter,a nd Tool2), and a ToolBus script. A screendump of this application at work together with the viewer of the ToolBus is shown in Figure 5 . With the viewer it is possible to step through the execution of the ToolBus script and viewt he variables of the individual processes inside the ToolBus. The ToolBus script is shown below. The execute actions in the ToolBus script correspond to starting the adapter for Tool1 and starting Tool2 in parallel with the processes PT1 and PT2 respectively. process PT1 is let T1: tool1adapter in execute(tool1adapter, T1?) .
( rec-event(T1, message) . snd-msg(t1, t2, message) . rec-msg(t2, t1, ack) .
Figure5. Screendump of the example as ToolBus application with viewer
snd-ack-event(T1, message) + rec-event(T1, quit) .
shutdown("") ) *d elta endlet process PT2 is let T2: tool2 in execute(tool2, T2?) . ( rec-msg(t1, t2, message) . snd-eval(T2, eval(message)) . rec-value(T2, value(ack)) . snd-msg(t2, t1, ack) ) *d elta endlet tool tool1adapter is { command =" wish-adapter -script tool1adapter.tcl" } tool tool2 is { command =" wish-adapter -script tool2.tcl" } toolbus(PT1, PT2)
The processes in the ToolBus script use iteration (*,where P *delta repeats P infinitely) and the processes in the PSF specification use recursion. In PSF it is also possible to use iteration in this case, since the processes have noarguments to hold the current state. On the other hand, in PSF it is not possible to define variables for storing a global state, so when it is necessary to hold the current state, this must be done through the arguments of a process and be formalized via recursion.
Following the description of the ToolBus processes is the description of howt oe xecute the tools by the execute actions. The last line of the ToolBus script starts the processes PT1 and PT2 in parallel.
The PSF-ToolBus SoftwareEngineering Environment
Development of a software system starts with the specification of its architecture. This architecture specification consists of components that communicate with each other.W em akeu se of the PSF Architecture library that provides the primitivesw eu se in the architecture specification. The system consists of the components put together in parallel. The system is then put in an architecture environment that enforces the communications embedded in the specifications of the components Since the system and the environment are always built in the same way,w ec an easily generate them. So specification of an architecture is limited to specification of the components. This givesa na rchitecture workbench as shown in Figure 6 . Objects to be specified are presented as bold boxes,workbench tools as ellipses,and generated objects as slanted boxes.
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Figure6. The Architecture Workbench
Fors pecification at the ToolBus application levelw ec an makeas imilar workbench, shown in Figure 7 . Again we only need to specify the components, noww ith the use of the PSF ToolBus library,a nd the system and environment are again generated.
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Figure7. The ToolBus Workbench
To derive a ToolBus application specification from an architecture specification we refine the abstract actions in the architecture specification to sequences of actions on the ToolBus application level. The refinement can be done automatically by applying a set of mappings on the specification of the components, resulting in the specification of a set of ToolBus processes. We constrain these ToolBus processes with (abstract) specifications of the tools. The constraining can also be done automatically and results in the specification of the components for the ToolBus application specification.
Combining the workbenches for architecture levela nd ToolBus leveld esign and integrating the refine and constrain steps, we get the PSF-ToolBus software engineering environment shown in Figure 8 . We see that the components for the ToolBus application are generated, so we only have tos pecify the components on the architecture levela nd give proper mappings and constraints (the tools) to obtain a ToolBus application specification.
Also shown in Figure 8 is a generation step of a ToolBus-script from the components of the ToolBus application specification. This step is still to be made by hand since PSF specifications use recursion for setting the state of a process, and the ToolBus cannot handle recursive processes. ToolBus scripts use iteration with variable assignment for keeping track of the state of a process.
A Generalized Process Algebra SoftwareEngineering Environment
The Tools in Figure 8 can also be ToolBus application specifications developed in a similar way.H owev er, the refining of architecture specifications is not limited to the levelo fT oolBus application specifications.
Other levels of design, and evensev eral levels of refinement connected in series are possible.
In the following sections we generalize the concept from the PSF-ToolBus software engineering environment. 
PSF Arch Lib
A Generalized PSF SoftwareEngineering Workbench
We can generalize the refine step in the PSF-ToolBus software engineering environment resulting in the workbench shown in Figure 9 . The refine and constrain tools are general enough to work on the different levelofthe design. The generate Level X tool and PSF Level X Library can only be applied at level X.
A Process AlgebraSoftwareEngineering Workbench
So far,weused PSF as process algebra language with the workbenches. However, similar workbenches can be set up for variants of PSF or process algebra based languages similar to PSF.B ygeneralizing from PSF we obtain a Process Algebra Software Engineering Workbench.
If this process algebra language can be translated to TIL, the intermediate language of the PSF Toolkit, the simulator and animation tools from the PSF Toolkit can be used. If another intermediate language (or the process algebra language itself) is used, then a simulator and animation tool for this intermediate language have tobedev eloped.
When using a different intermediate language, reuse of the simulator from the PSF Toolkit is possible. In the implementation of the simulator we only need to replace the kernel with a kernel for the intermediate language, thus reusing the design of the PSF simulator as presented in [11] .
Forming an Environment
Several instances of the generalized workbench can be combined to form a software engineering environment. The instances can be connected in series. The specifications of the constraining processes can also be developed using instances of the generalized workbench, leading to an environment in which 
Related Work
In the literature several architecture description languages have been proposed and some are based on a process algebra, such as Wright [2] , Darwin [21] , and PADL [6] . A comparison of several ADL's can be found in [25] . Most of the ADL's don ot have any orv ery little support for refinement. SADL [26] [27] however, has been specially designed for supporting architecture refinement. In SADL, different levels of specifications are related by refinement mappings, but the only available tool is a checker.L OT OS [ 7] , a specification language similar to PSF,i su sed in [19] for the formal description of architectural styles as LOTOSpatterns, and in [34] it is used as an ADL for the specification of middleware behavior.
Formal development techniques such as B [1] , VDM [17] , and Z [9] provide refinement mechanisms, but theyd on ot have support for architecture descriptions. The π -Method [28] has been built from scratch to support architecture-centric formal software engineering. It is based on the higher-order typed π -calculus and mainly built around the architecture description language π -ADL [29] and the architecture refinement language π -ARL [30] . Tool support comes in the form of a visual modeler,a nimator,r efiner,a nd code synthesiser.
To our knowledge there is no work done on generalizing software engineering workbenches and creating software engineering environment from instances of the generalized workbenches. There are manym eta software development environments with which an environment can be created by integrating a set of existing tools. Such integration can easily be developed with the PSF-ToolBus software engineering environment as is shown in [12] . Here, an integrated development environment for PSF is created from the tools of the PSF Toolkit using the ToolBus to control the communication between the tools.
Conclusions
We hav e described the software engineering development process with PSF more formally by presenting the tools we use in the development process in a CASE setting. This resulted in an PSF-ToolBus software engineering environment consisting of twow orkbenches and a refine step. We generalized the refine step in the environment to an PSF software engineering workbench. Instances of this generalized workbench can be combined to form a software engineering environment. Wea lso generalized from the process algebra based language PSF to obtain a process algebra software engineering environment.
Using several levels for design of software systems has some advantages, of which the most important is that maintenance becomes easier.A djustments and changes can be made at an appropriate abstract levelof design and be worked down the lower levels. The influence of an adjustment or change on design decisions at the lower levels becomes clear in this process, and can be dealt with at the right abstract level. Also, the specifications are part of the documentation of the software system. Simulation of the specifications givesa good understanding of the design of the system, certainly in combination with animations generated from the specifications.
Another advantage is that not only parts of the implementation can be reused for other systems, but also the design can be reused. This is especially useful in an environment where similar products are being made or incorporated in other products.
Using workbenches in the engineering of software systems increases the advantages mentioned above, since it improvesthe understanding of the design process. It also givesthe opportunity to reason about the design process in a more abstract setting.
